THE YEAR IS COMING TO A CLOSE
The Doctors and Staff of Lakewood Animal
Hospital are overjoyed to have the opportunity
to care for your furry family members. We are
grateful for all of our clients who made 2018 a
wonderful year. We want to wish you Happy
Holidays and a Happy 2019!
WE LOOK FORWARD TO WHAT THE NEXT YEAR BRINGS!
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A GOOD LAUGH IS SUNSHINE IN THE HOUSE.
- WILLIAM THACKERAY
Q: What do snowmen call their offspring?
A: Chill-dren!

CAT!
Q: What do you call a dog that doesn't bark?
A: A hushpuppy!
Q: What is it called when a cat wins first place at a dog show?
A: A cat-has-trophy!

TIPS TO KEEP DOGS ENTERTAINED
INDOORS THIS WINTER
When it's cold, snowy, or rainy playing outside with a dog isn't always an option. Here are
some ways clients can keep their pets entertained.
By Steve Dale, CABC - FIRSTLINE
HIDE AND SEEK
Have one person (perhaps the adult who is supervising) enforce a sit/stay. A child takes a dog cookie and
before running off with it, the dog should see and smell that the child is procession of the treat. At first there
should be no real hiding. Instead, the child with cookie in hand should just run off within view from the dog in
that sit/stay and call “Come Fido!” Naturally, the pup will hightail it to the kid. After doing this two or three
times, the child should now run beyond the dog’s view but not truly hide—at least not very well. He or she
could stand in the middle of a room in plain sight, but in a room far enough away that the dog can’t see from
where it’s sitting/staying. Of course, the dog will find the child, and receive the yummy and praise for doing
so. Now, the game really begins.
The child hides with the cookie. For the first few trials, make it an easy
hiding spot for the pup to discover. And after a few wins, get ready for the
big time. Encourage the child to be as creative as possible. Hiding places
include under a bed, in a closet, in a shower stall, or in the basement. The dog
will seek and find the hiding child, and have a great time doing it. My only
caveat is a warning for safety of overly enthusiastic children. I’ve seen kids
want to hide in clothes driers or fireplaces—neither is a good idea. Once it’s
clear the dog has caught on to the fun, begin to taper off those cookies.
Intermittent or random reinforcement is actually most effective, plus, most
dogs need to lose and not gain pounds. Over time, you can cut out cookies all
together.

Desi here loves hide and seek.
He even likes to try hiding!
-Office Mgr. Kate's Dog

SEARCH AND RESCUE TRAINING
Take a favorite toy and give it a name, like Fuzzy Bunny. Have one person enforce a sit/stay while a
child takes off with Fuzzy Bunny but stops within view of the dog. The child calls the dog, saying, “Come
Fido, find Fuzzy Bunny.” Of course, Fido will do it. As a reward, have the child offer the toy for the pup to
play with for a minute or two, even better if the child plays with the dog and toy. Repeat the two more times.
By repeating, you’re teaching the dog the game. Now leave the toy out of the dog’s sight while in a sit/stay
but easy enough to find, for example, in the middle of a room you know the dog will search. And when the
dog finds that Fuzzy Bunny, celebrate. Set the dog up for success. Give the pup a couple of wins at these
easy finds before a child earnestly hides the toy.

KEEPING DOGS ENTERTAINED IN WINTER
CONTINUED...
Encourage creativity. Dogs are able to find toys in a drawer if it is
slightly open and at nose level, but adult supervision is important so the
hiding place is fair and also isn’t among breakable objects. Once the dog
learns to find Fuzzy Bunny, it can learn to search for Squeaky Birdie or
other individual toys and distinguish between them. A dog that lived
across the hall from us knew the names of over 40 individual toys. When
I pet sat, the owners had to type out their names. You could spend an
afternoon asking Boots to find toys, including the hot dog toy, which
Boots knew was different than his other toys.

BRAIN GAMES
It’s true that continued brain exercise, such as crossword puzzles
and computer games may fend off dementia in people, and the same is
probably true for dogs or cats. Puzzle games help to keep canines
occupied, and they are indeed brain games. One type are the Nina
Ottosson toys, and one example from this brand is called the Dog Brick,
which requires a dog to first dislodge removable plastic bones with a
nose or a paw and then push the sliding covers and access hidden treats.
You can vary the level of difficulty for the brick depending upon the
dog’s experience and enthusiasm for the game. Note: Some dogs may
get frustrated and simply give up, and these games aren’t for puppies or
other dogs who may chew on the plastic or wood toys.

Dexter and Leo both knew
where the rope toy was!
-Receptionist Sarah's Pups

When Keira's done playing she
likes to snuggle up with a cozy
blanket!
-Vet Tech Alex's Dog

INCREASING YOUR CAT'S ACTIVITY
The Ohio State University - College of Veterinary Medicine
WHY PLAY WITH YOUR CAT?
To develop a bond with your cat.
To increase the quality of life of your cat.
To help your cat vent excess energy, which should decrease the "wild frenzies" that often occur,
especially in the late evenings.
To teach your cat to play in a controlled environment and decrease the likeliness that he/she will "play
bite" or attack you or others.

IDEAS FOR INCREASING YOUR CAT'S ACTIVITY
Teach your cat to play fetch. Attach a favorite toy to a line, throw the
toy, and reel it back in as needed. Your cat may learn to bring the toy
back to you because he/she is rewarded when you throw the toy again!
Attach a toy to a shoelace and drag it around the house. Don't forget to
drag it onto high locations where your cat is allowed to climb. Many
cats will chase it wherever it goes! A shoelace with a knot at the end
also works, especially for those bug-lovers!
Throw a piece of dry cat food or a treat across the floor. Watch kitty
chase it every time!
Place a paper bag or cardboard box onto the floor. When your cat goes
inside to explore, scratch the outside with your finger and he/she will
try to catch you!
Hide a toy under a cushion or blanket. Make it move and entice your
cat to dig for it.
Many cats will chase a laser pointer for hours. Make sure you do not
point the laser in the eyes of any people or animals. You may consider
discontinuing its use if your cat becomes anxious or paranoid about
seeing the laser when it is not turned on.
Whatever toy or game your cat enjoys, try not to use up all of the fun
at once. Resist the temptation to leave kitty's favorite toys out all day.
Instead, leave a few toys out during the day, but only bring out the
favorites once a day or even once a week. They will remain fun for
much longer!

When Jack's parents are at
work he loves playing and
scratching on his huge cat tree!
-Vet Asst. Ashley's Kitty

Mrs. Whiskersin can always
smell out her kicker catnip toy!
-Office Mgr. Kate's Cat

